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Webinar – Cloud Kitchen 
By Zahid M Jamal 
 

 
The panellist for the webinar was Mr. Akbar Khwaja, CEO and Director Apodis Foods and 
Brands Pvt. Ltd. 

The food industry in general and food delivery in particular has transformed in the past few 
years. It is currently going through a metamorphosis—changing from offline to online. 
Earlier, food delivery was largely provided only by pizza chains but today we can get food 
delivery for any delicacy through various delivery aggregators like Zomato and Swiggy. 
Within this ongoing evolution of the food delivery business, cloud kitchen has a major role to 
play. 

What is a cloud kitchen?  
It is essentially a production area from where one can run a food delivery business by 
enrolling themselves with delivery aggregators. Some of the larger cloud kitchens in India 
are Faasos and Swiggy cloud kitchen. 

What are the opportunities and investment required for a cloud kitchen?  
If you set a small restaurant with 50 diners’ capacity, it would cost you around 20 to 50 lakh 
rupees. A cloud kitchen will cost you 4-8 lakhs to setup. In terms of opportunities this 
business is at the nascent stage, so one can enter now to take advantage of the potential 
industry growth. In urban cities, cloud kitchens are highly competitive compared to semi-
urban or rural areas. Since investment to entry is low, there are no barriers of entry for new 
competitors. 

Who should invest?  
Ideally one who has own funds with a risk appetite should invest in this business. Initial 
gestation period of 3-5 years may incur some loses, so one must have the capabilities to 
withstand and stay put in the business. 

Road map to start and run the business: Following are some good guiding points to start 
a cloud Kitchen: 

1. Identify the location of business and kitchen space: Understand your market size 
and opportunity. Usually Zomato and Swiggy executives can provide you cuisine-
wise market size in every location. While selecting the location, one must look out for 
high concentration of millennials, families with dual income, no kids (DINK) and 
working executive localities. Rent cost must also be kept in mind. Ideally the rent 
would be 20k-40k rupees for around 500 sq. ft. in urban areas.  

 

2. Identify the cuisine: Understand what the popular dishes of the locality are and 
calibrate your menu accordingly. It is important to have a good mix of popular dishes 
and specialized dishes. After finalizing the cuisine and menu, consider buying good 
equipment based on needs. (Ex: If you want to specialize in making thin crust pizza, 
buying the correct oven is necessary). Below are the top cuisines in India as per 
Zomato: 
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Top Cuisines Least-price sensitive cuisine New entrants 

Pizza Health foods Khichdi 

Bowl meals Kebabs Home food 

Biryani Cakes and desserts  

Mughlai   

 

 

3. Identify the talent (chef): If you are passionate and are a good cook, you can be the 
chef or else it is of paramount importance to deploy the services of a good chef. 

 

4. Get a license (FSSAI), Trade license and GST reg:  
 

a. FSSAI license can be applied online and there are agencies to help you get 
the license. It roughly costs Rs.2000 – Rs.3000.  

b. A trade license costs roughly around Rs.5000 - Rs.15000 and you need to 
follow the various guidelines in terms of hygiene while applying for this 
license.  

c. For GST reg. it is necessary to consult your Chartered Accountant for advice. 
GST reg. is required if your annual turnover is greater than certain thresholds. 

 

5. Get Listed on Swiggy and Zomato for market visibility: It roughly takes 21 days 
to get listed on Zomato/ Swiggy. Usually the delivery aggregators will conduct a 
kitchen audit and it is therefore necessary to ensure you maintain good hygiene, 
cleanliness and air circulation. It is also necessary to negotiate the rates with them. 

 

6. Packaging and Marketing: Recommend using recyclable packaging. Below are a 
few marketing strategies: 

 

a. Create a Facebook and Instagram page 
b. Portal marketing with delivery aggregators with cost per click for 3 months 
c. Ask aggregators for preferential presence during launch 
d. Give 20-30% in the initial stage to capture the market 

 

7. Financial commitment required: Initial investment depends on various points 
mentioned above. But it is expected to be a maximum of 10 lakh rupees. There have 
been cases where the initial investment can be as low as 4 lakh rupees. 
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8. Online vs Offline: If you only operate online, you will have to partner with delivery 
aggregators. This leads to poor bargaining power with the aggregator and increased 
concentration risk. Whereas in an offline model, you can sell through: 

a. Delivery aggregators 
b. Shop front pick up 
c. Own bike delivery 

 
9. As you start your cloud kitchen, it is important to ensure you maintain good rating. 
Below are a few tips to maintain your ratings. 

a. Neat and clean packaging 
b. Provide essential add-ons like tissues, spoons, after mint, pickle, etc. 
c. Fulfil order as per customers request 
d. Respond to feedback 
e. Send food in a bag (preferably a recyclable one) 
f. See/ taste/ smell the food before packing (Texture and smell is as important 

as the taste) 

10. Home Cooks: Below are few points to remember if you want to be a home cook:  

▪ Relevant menu – Make popular dishes based on locality preference and also 
specialize in what you cook best (Our jamat is generally popular for kebabs, 
cutlets, khichda, etc.) 

▪ Very clean and hygienic kitchen – stainless steel table and work area. 
▪ Well-packed food – professional designed packing 

Post COVID world: As per a study by Bloomberg, there has been at least a 3-4 times 
increase in food off-premise sales in the US from Mar’20 to Apr’20. Such a trend is also 
expected in India. Post-COVID the demand for food delivery would significantly increase. 
Cloud kitchens with good hygiene, quality and sanitation would be able to increase their 
foothold in the market. 

Food preference is also expected to change to healthy and vegetarian food. Demand for 
home cooked food will increase since more people will work from home and conventional 
method of dining— ‘to go out and eat’ is expected to reduce. 

Lastly, being passionate and driven makes taking risk worth it. As a renowned American 
businessman once said, “To be successful, you have to have your heart in your business, 
and your business in your heart.” 

(Zahid is a Senior Financial Analyst at Dell Technologies, and is originally from 
Chennai. ) 

 


